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Good science

The Amazon forest is burning, igniting the political sphere 
and beyond. The fire has been invited to all the discussions 
of the last "high level meetings". It is encouraging to see that 
the environment is no longer marginal in the minds of decision 
makers, pushing responsible heads of state towards more 
serious commitments that will hopefully lead to action. The 
Pope even called out to save this forest, so important for all 
of us! Still, champions of denial and arsonists of the planet 
linger, and those alone jeopardize all hope.

This new awareness is echoed by the progress of science.

Last August, scientists were able to collect 5 oocytes 
from each of the last two remaining female Northern 
White Rhinoceros, currently raised in Ol Pejeta, Kenya. 

We remember last year’s disappearance of Sudan, the last 
male of his kind (taken as an example in the MOOC on the 
conservation of species), which put an end to hopes of 
saving the species from extinction, then unavoidable. After 
harvesting these ovocytes, ecologists will be able to fertilize 
them with frozen semen taken from the last male rhinos 
before they died. The resulting embryos will be implanted on 
Southern White Rhino females, with the hope that they will 
be able to carry offspring.

If this is the case, then there will still be a long way ahead to 
restore the species, whose genetic diversity will be greatly 
reduced, but the hope remains that it can be saved, at the 
cost of incredible technical and financial efforts. To strengthen 
the genetic pool, scientists will also try to artificially create 
gametes based on tissue samples collected in the past from 
different Northern Rhinos. Another huge challenge, nearly 
science fiction, and yet accessible today.

The example - encouraging - of the potential “resuscitation” 
of this species reminds us of the absolute necessity to do 
everything we can in order not to reach this point. IPBES 
released a report in May that counts about a million species 
in danger of extinction in the very near future; the enormous 
scope of the task is graspable. And the urgency of silencing 
arsonists.

More info: Forschungsverbund Berlin. "Successful egg harvest 
breaks new ground in saving the northern white rhinoceros." 
ScienceDaily, 23 August 2019. www.sciencedaily.com/
releases/2019/08/190823140706.htm.

Amazon rainforest fires: A burnt area of forest in Altamira, Para 
state, Brazil, on August 27, 2019
Source: GETTY
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Our MOOCs - online courses

@Papaco_IUCN 
facebook /IUCNpapaco
Also read the newsletter of the IUCN programme of protected areas (GPAP)

             In addition to PAPACO’s page, join the 6,000 members on the Facebook  
group dedicated to MOOCs. All links and useful information are on papaco.org.

Papaco MOOCs
Papaco’s first MOOC (Massive Open Onine Course) 
was launched in 2015. Since then, we developed 
four other MOOCs, and the sixth one on New 
Technologies in protected areas will be released on 
14 October 2019. 

These courses are followed entirely online, they are 
completely free, they are open to all, regardless 
of you background. MOOCs are organised per 
session, and students who score an average over 
75% get a certificate of completion for the MOOC in 
question.

Next session: 16 September to 15 December 2019
Registrations for the new session are open, and 
you will be able to access the courses from 16 
September on. There is no specific rhythm you 
must comply to, all you need to do is to complete 
the exams by 15 December, which is very much 
feasible. You may also enrol in several MOOCs at 
once.

If you have any questions, contact us through 
Facebook or send as en email at moocs@papaco.
org.

MOOC New technologies: 14 October to 15 December 
2019
We are in the process of finalising the MOOC on 
New Technologies. It will be launched a month 
after the start of the session, in other words, on 14 
October 2019. Registrations are already open.

 
Registrations: mooc-conservation.org

http://www.papaco.org/fr
https://mooc-conservation.org/en/index_EN.html
https://twitter.com/papaco_iucn?lang=fr
https://www.facebook.com/IUCNpapaco/
https://www.iucn.org/theme/protected-areas/our-work/newsletter
https://www.facebook.com/IUCNpapaco/
https://www.facebook.com/IUCNpapaco/
https://www.papaco.org
https://www.facebook.com/IUCNpapaco/
http://mooc-conservation.org
https://courseware.mooc-conservation.org/courses/course-v1:PAPACO+protected-areas+2019_T3/about
https://courseware.mooc-conservation.org/courses/course-v1:PAPACO+law-enforcement+2019_T3/about
https://courseware.mooc-conservation.org/courses/course-v1:PAPACO+eco-monitoring+2019_T3/about
https://courseware.mooc-conservation.org/courses/course-v1:PAPACO+areas-valorisation+2019_T3/about
https://courseware.mooc-conservation.org/courses/course-v1:PAPACO+species-conservation+2019_T3/about
https://courseware.mooc-conservation.org/courses/course-v1:PAPACO+new-techs+2019_T3/about
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Ambassadors

Papaco’s MOOCs
During the previous session, we selected five students from five different African cities to represent students 
of their respective regions. This coming session, we are extending the programme to other cities. We reached 
out to all our Facebook followers, and after much thought, here are all the ambassadors. You’ll notice there are 
only three English-speaking ambassadors, and this is just because very few English-speakers responded to 
the call. If you are interested, get in touch with us and we’ll consider you for the next session!

What are ambassadors for ? Ambassadors are MOOC students who already have some experience with Papaco’s 
MOOCs, and who volunteered to help other students from their cities or countries. They are like class presi-
dents or representatives and where possible, they are the link between the students and Papaco.

Mamadou
ABIDJAN

Whatsapp Group

Valéry 
BURKINA FASO

Email

Pascale
CAMEROUN

+ 20 115 144 3780

Talot
HAITI
Email

Emmanuel
KINSHASA, RDC
Groupe Whatsapp

Richard
KISANGANI, RDC
Groupe Whatsapp

Raymond
MADAGASCAR

+261 34 58 679 68

Adama
MAURITANIE

+222 46 94 35 75

Oumarou
NIGER

Groupe Whatsapp

Seid
TCHAD

Groupe Whatsapp

Jean
KARA, TOGO

+ 22 892 695 768

Samuel
LOME, TOGO

+228 91 50 22 63

Moadh
TUNISIE

Email

James
KENYA

+254 72 47 97 790

Leonard
RWANDA

+25 073 811 0139

Chewe
ZAMBIA

Email

Kévin
BENIN

Groupe Whatsapp

André
BRAZZAVILLE

Email

Click on the ambassador’s name to access their Facebook profile,
or contact them through the means mentioned under their photo.

http://www.papaco.org/fr
https://www.facebook.com/mamadou.kone.509
https://chat.whatsapp.com/JJtO6GkuC1HG4dw03uIbzD
https://www.facebook.com/valeryaristide.thiombiano
mailto:valerythiombiano1968%40gmail.com?subject=Ambassadeur%20Papaco
https://www.facebook.com/pascalinaangel
https://www.facebook.com/talotb
mailto:talotbertrand%40yahoo.fr?subject=Ambassadeur%20Papaco
https://www.facebook.com/emmason.lokpaka?fref=gs&__tn__=%2CdC-R-R&eid=ARCC9rAe-_84gKQ5ZfWY969uXdiysknYqUWnDmoepUIC_uayljjNomOiGzGbrKo3wcez9agrFF3dG97o&hc_ref=ARRk9iYcq8W18QlnIYOKe_J8k5JomYxtnux-0H_0VFhkNDjt2IspQetu8XQBSwVVE3k&dti=448364165970631&hc_location=group
http://chat.whatsapp.com/LMBv8zN4vj9Ceqq2uiES6w
https://www.facebook.com/richard.mandandi
https://chat.whatsapp.com/JDNYLjcnspU8BKm9ht5NvZ?fbclid=IwAR1Fl2x1Bc8nIqI58PUa4OVrK2H7g30bcT2r83PZ5bsaawjL4dInLzBdL1U
https://www.facebook.com/nyaina.raymondpaul
https://www.facebook.com/fall.adama2?hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/hamadousoumana.barke?fref=gs&__tn__=%2CdC-R-R&eid=ARDHHIWBmpD0999mKCD14k3LA8CgS8nkOH2iQJhXgsyOFExnXSXGxoIeSY__YidIgpM1XYdo9kTXa9Mw&hc_ref=ARTXQVzk2jWtpPFA4Cmnmy0EmJda_GiVUdBIV0fMXmkPaA0Nhf-dX57jxZHFU2JQ8Dg&dti=448364165970631&hc_location=group
https://chat.whatsapp.com/JwxZNsZza301L9MsKGhkTb?fbclid=IwAR0XhNj7jtGAi4rbtXBS_DfkNglOFLTa-CR_UObb3GW8g5VhEcz0RzvP5bY
https://www.facebook.com/smith.fils.3
https://chat.whatsapp.com/LqhWfSk94jt8cmyIzkmpSZ?fbclid=IwAR1Kmymw6SZbq2DOLH9M3zDGmGyH6ZP-WeKgTY6inc7VsHnBrLePCFFJnPE
https://www.facebook.com/lambimatchelewijean.mbarma?fref=gs&__tn__=%2CdlC-R-R&eid=ARD41yymeq0-uOfR-tQkPqowNjZ-Xy0SJ68TBKEbFAIz8AbeykTSiOg8D8YoVT0tMF2XDgCCu6pFQ9oq&hc_ref=ARRltJWk_CZMe80FjETZ518ZBmgvCWi6OilPt2Fkc2ocBhhISG1dmSrMqoHNiE76MKU&dti=448364165970631&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/samuel.banla
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1471981441&ref=br_rs
mailto:moadh.ayari%40gmail.com?subject=Ambassadeur%20Papaco
https://www.facebook.com/kacool.kacold
https://www.facebook.com/iyamuremye.leonard?fref=gm&__tn__=%2Cd-_-R&eid=ARDZQbJMMBvEitylS7ms3qB0N7mbSSIWLuITLHVZ6fwdcvSnst8surZrD_NotGUOXsPCg2bWHaCmG_No&dti=448364165970631&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/Chewe.Kakumbi.Chiti
mailto:chewekakumbi%40yahoo.com?subject=Ambassadeur%20Papaco
https://www.facebook.com/Kevin.kassouwin
https://chat.whatsapp.com/JTAdXwJoZvQ68pJ042O5SG?fbclid=IwAR0aFVsbcP0FnNKQEo4c2fDRyFoJAuM3ecdtIeNnV2sDSaB9mQL7VEtfwAw
https://www.facebook.com/andrerock.molanda
mailto:infocontactrice%40gmail.com?subject=Ambassadeur%20Papaco
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Research: a key contributor to biodiversity conservation in Africa
Youssouph Diedhiou, IUCN-PAPACO & Gretchen Walters, Institute of Geography and Sustainability, University of Lausanne, 
Switzerland

Talking research in practice

Research is an essential tool for biodiversity conservation. 

Not only does it improve biodiversity knowledge, but it 

also provides the technical tools that help protected area 

managers define strategies and take informed decisions 

with the participation of local communities.

This article provides examples of partnerships between 

researchers and protected area managers in Africa, 

working together to improve park management. Comoé 

National Park in Côte d’Ivoire, West Africa, is a striking 

example of how research contributed to the improvement 

of knowledge and of the state of biodiversity. For nearly 

14 years, this World Heritage site was on the Danger List 

due to the drastic decline in mammal populations caused 

by poaching related to the political and military crisis that 

shook the country in the early 2000.

In 2011, after the crisis stabilised, the positive results 

from a research programme carried out by an Ivorian 

university (Nangui Abrogoua University) and a German one 

(Würzburg) contributed to the park being removed from the 

Danger List. To obtain this result, a monitoring programme 

was implemented and included the placement of camera 

traps in the South-Western part of the park, which in turn 

confirmed the presence of viable populations of Comoé’s 

flagship mammal species including the elephant (see map 

below), the buffalo and the chimpanzee. This example 

shows that research is most useful for biodiversity 

conservation when it is in alignment with managers’ needs. 

In South Africa, research has been  carried out in parks 

since the 1960s (Carruthers 2017). For example, the 

Kruger Park Rivers Research Programme (KNPRRP) which 

was launched in 1988 under the umbrella of a cooperation 

between the Department of Water Affairs, of Environmental 

Affairs, the Water Research Commission, the National 

Research Foundation and South African National Parks 

(the organisation in charge of park management). This 

joint research initiative lasted over a decade, with the goal 

being to find solutions for adaptive park management. The 

positive results extended outside the boundaries of Kruger 

park, thus showing how to adopt a multidisciplinary 

approach, inside and outside the park, on conservation 

issues, while not forgetting the social dynamics outside 

the park (Biggs 2003).

In a similar vein,  in December 2018, park managers of the 

Saloum Delta National Park, IUCN experts and ICOMOS 

(International Council on Monuments and Sites) came 

together to discuss the link between cultural practices and 

biodiversity conservation. This meeting led stakeholders 

to note the importance of research in safeguarding the 

future of the park. Indeed, cultural practices related to the 

exploitation of mangrove products have helped preserve 

this ecosystem for  several generations, a relationship 

which is not  well-documented . As such, and in order to 

value this strong relationship between culture and nature, it 

was recommended that the new University of Sine Saloum 

should collaborate with protected area managers of the 

Saloum Delta World Heritage site  to research  mangrove 

conservation, which is the heart of the Saloum Delta’s local 

economy. 

Spatial distribution of Elephants in Comoé National Park (elephant 
inventory report 2016)

http://www.papaco.org/fr
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Aerial photo of the ecology research station at the heart of 
Comoé National Park (source: GIZ)

Among the research topics that were discussed, 

the importance of local knowledge was 

emphasised. In Saloum for instance, women are 

the holders of traditional knowledge on mangrove 

restoration. Thus, research could be carried out in 

partnership with these women in order to develop 

better restoration techniques for the mangrove 

ecosystem in the Saloum Delta. Another example 

in Madagascar also shows the importance of 

local knowledge for the conservation of Baobab 

alley (Marie et al. 2009). 

Just like the context of the Saloum Delta, the 

role of local communities’ knowledge is key. This 

knowledge is recognised in the IPBES report 

which, in part, focuses on indigenous communities 

(IPBES 2019). In the context of protected areas 

managed by local communities, cooperation can also 

be developed with ICCAs (Indigenous and Community 

Conserved Areas) which are increasingly working with 

research institutions. Research, in protected areas, must be 

adapted to the context and to local priorities of the different 

actors, with a better recognition of traditional knowledge.

There are examples of relevant research problems for 

protected areas, that were developed by practitioners and 

researchers, recently published in the IUCN Parks journal 

(Dudley et +47 others 2018). This list of research questions 

covered the following topics: climate change, management, 

capacity building, ecology, social challengers, ecosystem 

services, protected area funding, political context and 

governance. These diverse topics show the need for diverse 

and complementary research.

To conclude, interesting partnerships can be made in the 

field of protected areas, between researchers and different 

stakeholders. This article showcases just a few examples 

among many others.

http://www.papaco.org/fr
https://parksjournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/PARKS-24.1-Dudley-et-al_10.2305IUCN.CH_.2018.PAR
https://parksjournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/PARKS-24.1-Dudley-et-al_10.2305IUCN.CH_.2018.PAR
https://parksjournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/PARKS-24.1-Dudley-et-al_10.2305IUCN.CH_.2018.PAR
https://www.ipbes.net/news/ipbes-global-assessment-summary-policymakers-pdf
https://www.ipbes.net/news/ipbes-global-assessment-summary-policymakers-pdf
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Traffic - Briefing document
TRAFFIC, the wildlife trade monitoring network, is a leading non-governmental organization working globally on trade in wild 
animals and plants in the context of both biodiversity conservation and sustainable development. TRAFFIC has prepared a “briefing 
document” that outlines its views and advice on some priority issues and proposals on the agenda for CITES CoP18 (hold in 
Geneva, August 2019). TRAFFIC believes that policy decisions and recommendation should be informed and guided by credible 
evidence and impartial analysis and they have therefore highlighted recent TRAFFIC reports and other research that could assist 
Parties in their deliberations. Here are presented 2 advices regarding the conservation of Rhinoceroses.

CITES COP18

Rhinoceroses (rhinocerotidae spp.) 
report of the standing committee and 
Secretariat

South Africa is home to 

87% of all remaining White 

Rhinoceros and TRAFFIC 

is gravely concerned 

that its White Rhino 

populations are now 

suffering declines that 

are reversing decades of 

uninterrupted growth for 

the first time. According 

to the IUCN/TRAFFIC 

report, the Kruger National 

Park white rhino population, the largest in the world but 

continually facing the most serious poaching threat, 

has now declined back to 2004 numbers. The reported 

decrease in detected carcasses of illegally-killed rhino 

across Africa is mitigated by the fact that there are fewer 

animals to poach in many accessible locations—as many 

as 20% of the poached carcasses are never detected in 

places like Kruger and the reported losses still indicate 

that three rhino have been lost every single day from 2013 

to 2017 inclusive. The impact of unabating poaching of 

Africa’s rhino over a decade is now being seriously felt 

with major population reduction of the key in situ White 

Rhino population. China (including Hong Kong SAR) and 

Viet Nam as destinations, Mozambique as an export/

transit point, and South Africa as the major source country 

were recorded in the trade chains of over two-thirds of 

reported rhino horn seizures. TRAFFIC urges that these 

four countries remain priorities for action to curb the illegal 

rhino horn trade successfully (...). Enforcement action in 

Viet Nam has been far more limited than expected and 

its new Penal Code includes an exemption for possession 

of less than 50 grams of horn, meaning most consumers 

remain outside the scope of strengthened penalties, a very 

unsatisfactory omission. The retreat of illegal rhino horn 

trade into the deeper recesses of internet and social media 

trading in Asia presents a major challenge to effective 

law enforcement action. Discrepancies in trade data on 

South Africa’s rhino trophy exports are of concern and 

could serve to mask some degree of pseudo-hunting. For 

example, South Africa reports exporting 144 rhino horn 

trophies to Russia and 47 to Canada from 2013 through 

2016, but these countries have reported no imports. Major 

discrepancies also characterize the data between South 

Africa and the United States, China and Poland (…). 

Revisions to resolution conf. 9.14 
(rev COP17) on conservation of 
and trade in African and Asian 
rhinoceroses
Kenya proposes to amend Resolution Conf. 9.14 to 

mandate the closure of domestic rhino horn markets 

with regular reporting on actions taken; to promote the 

destruction of rhino horn stockpiles; and to include 

privately-held rhino horn stocks as part of the annual 

reporting requirement on rhino horn stockpiles to the 

CITES Secretariat. While the closure of rhino markets 

may lie beyond the Convention’s expressed purview of 

international trade, it should be noted that Parties have 

already agreed domestic market closure in the context 

of elephant ivory (…) if such markets are “contributing to 

poaching or illegal trade”. In fact, most traditional rhino 

horn markets remain closed, including those in all major 

consuming countries. South Africa, however, has recently 

http://www.papaco.org/fr
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instigated a legal domestic trade in rhino horn. This move 

follows a 2017 court ruling overturning a 2008 moratorium 

that was imposed by the government after evidence of 

domestic rhino horn stocks going into illegal international 

trade surfaced. Rather than re-impose a moratorium that 

accommodated standard public participation processes, 

South Africa has opted to allow domestic rhino horn 

trade under permit, even though the country functions 

as a source – not a consumer – country and continues 

to suffer from an illegal trade problem of unparalleled 

dimensions. Already, in April 2019, violations of domestic 

trade regulations have resulted in the arrest of two men 

and the seizure of 167 rhino horns that were under permit 

for domestic trade. TRAFFIC therefore supports domestic 

rhino horn market closures, as Kenya proposes – they 

appear justified under these circumstances and are in 

line with CITES precedent. Concerning the destruction 

of rhino horn stockpiles, it should be noted that a 

clear understanding of the impact of rhino horn stock 

destructions on illegal trade remains unclear and could 

result in unintended negative consequences. Demand 

reduction work in end-use markets has indicated that 

notions of rarity and acquiring something that very few 

people own has appeal to a certain segment of the 

consuming market and publicized destructions may 

exacerbate this form of consumption (…).

More about other species on: https://www.traffic.org/site/

assets/files/12220/cites-cop18-recommendations-en-

vfinal-web.pdf | Traffic - Briefing document

CONTACTS — PAPACO

geoffroy.mauvais@iucn.org  //  Programme on African Protected Areas & Conservation - PAPACO
beatrice.chataigner@iucn.org  //  PAPACO Programme officer - Green List
marion.langrand@papaco.org  //  PAPACO Programme officer - MOOCs
youssouph.diedhiou@iucn.org //  PAPACO Programme officer – Green List and World Heritage 
madeleine.coetzer@iucn.org //  PAPACO Programme officer - Communications

THE OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN THIS NEWSLETTER DO NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THOSE OF IUCN

Local community engagement and support 
for conservation: Ecotourism at Andasibe, 
Madagascar

Andasibe - Mantadia National Park is a high profile rainforest 
tourism destination and one of the most popular nature-
based tourism destinations in Madagascar. Visitors are able 
to view the iconic Indri and nine other species of lemur, 
endemic birds such as couas, vangas and ground rollers, 
as well as a rich herpeto-fauna comprising chameleons and 
geckos. International and domestic tour groups are led by 
local guides sourced mainly from the village of Andasibe and 
surrounding areas. . Mitsingo Forest Station is a community 
reserve under the protection of local people. Currently at leat 
70+ and up to 100 guides sourced mostly from the local 
community act as guides for tour companies and international 
tourists. A combintion of tangible economic benefits and on-
going engagement with conservation organisations and the 
tourism industry has led to local community support for the 
protection of wildlife and associated forest.

Full article here.
More info on Panorama, here.

Chameleon observed during night visit to Mitsingo Forest Station
© Errol Douwes
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